1. A geometry of paths for a general space of n dimensions is based upon the conception that the paths are fundamental entities of the space. They are the integral curves of a system of differential equations .
dïx1 . i dxi dx* (L1) ^ + />-d7^7 = 0'
where xi(i=l, •••, n) are the coordinates of a point, rjk(= rkJ) are functions of the a;'s and s is a parameter peculiar to each path. An important class of these geometries, which admits the Riemannian geometry as a sub-class, is that for which the equations (1.1) admit a quadratic first integral .. ". dx1 dxJ (1.2) g, -^ -^ = const., where &.(= g^) are the components of a covariant tensor. Veblen and Thomast have considered the problem, given a set of /"s to determine whether equations (1.1) admit an integral (1.2); they have shown that its solution involves only algebraic processes. In this paper the converse problem is solved, namely to determine the fa so that (1.1) shall admit a given first integral (1.2); also the more general problem when the first integral is of the form
where q>a is a vector and the integral is taken along the path. 2. General formulas. H we puta;* = f^x'1, ■•■, x'n), thus introducing a new set of coordinates, equations (1.1) become d*x'1 n dx>" dx>(> (2-1} ds* ' '"P^-^Ts where 9*3* , rk dx* dxJ r<a 9 a* ( } 9,'«9^+ %x'" %J~ «9S'
Suppose now that g^ are the components of a symmetric covariant tensor of the second order, that is
then by means of (2.2) it can be shown that the functions g~ k, defined by (2-4) 9ij,k = Yx* ~gia rj* 9«i râ re the components of a covariant tensor of the third order. As thus defined g¿, k is a generalization of the first covariant derivative of g~, the ordinary covariant derivative for a Riemann space being given by (2.4) when Tß, is replaced by j ., >, the Christoffel symbol of the second kind formed with respect to the fundamental form of the space,* and similarly for r«.
The components gij of the contravariant tensor associate to g^ are given by (2.5) 9*9;« = $, where (2.6) dj = 0 or 1, as i ^ j or i = j.
As thus defined, gij is the cofactor of g~ in the determinant g = \g~\ divided by g. If we write also (2.9) rjkti = gai 7)fc, rßc = gat rJkji, then from (2.4) and similar equations we have (2.10) 9nA9ju,i-9ij,u= mjM-riLk).
From (2.3) we have by differentiation and suitable operations*
where \ . \ is formed with respect to the g"s. Subtracting this equation from (2.2), we obtain ,* I a l'_ lru_\ k \\±x[_ _d_xJ_ dxt°_ r°ß Ufti-V* \ijij 9¡¡r dx* dx*'
Hence if we put (2.12) r¿ = U)+cvk' the functions c^.fc are the components of a tensor contravariant of the first order and covariant (and symmetric) of the second order. In consequence of (2.8) and (2.9) we have from (2.12) (2.13) riJtu= [ij,k}-\-dju. Hence (2.10) becomes (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) 9uu + 9ju, i -9ij,k= -2 %u ■ If we add to this equation the two equations obtained from it by permuting i,j, k cyclically, we obtain (2-15) 9y,u + 9jk,i + 9uij = -2 (ciju + cjki +' cky).
Quadratic first integrals.
When we express the condition that (1.2) be a first integral of (1.1), we obtain dxi dxJ dxk 9iJ<k ~ds~ ~ds~ ~ds~ = = Since this must be satisfied identically, we must have
The consistency of these equations is the necessary and sufficient condition that (1.2) be a first integral.* We consider also the case when (1.1) admits a first integral of the form where q>a are the components of a vector and the integral I q>adxa is taken along the path in question. Proceeding as above, we obtain the equations (3-3) 9a,k + 9jk,i + 9kij + 9g 9k + 9Jk % + 9M % = 0.
Conversely, if these equations are consistent and yield a tensor g{¡ and a vector <pa, then (3.2) is a first integral of the corresponding equations (1.1). It can be shownt that if we put .2) reduces to the form (1.2) by means of (3.5). The change (3.4) in the r's means a change in the affine connection of the space, but not in the paths themselves. Hence we have the theorem When the equations of the paths of a space admit a first integral of the form (3.2), by a change in the affine connection but not in the paths themselves the equations of the paths can be given a form which admits a first integral of the form (1.2). When, in particular, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 9ij,k = -9ij<Pk> equations (3.3) are satisfied. This is Weyl's geometry, for it follows from (2.10) that Consequently, if the paths are taken as fundamental rather than the affine connection, it follows from (3.4) that if in (1.1) we take (3.11) il = { l■\ + ±(ôJ<Pi + ôk<pj-gij<pk)
we have a geometry of the space with the same paths, whose equations admit the first integral (1.2).
Returning to the consideration of (3.1), we observe that from this equation and (2.15) we have the theorem A necessary and sufficient condition that equations (1.1) admit a quadratic first integral (1.2) is that the tensor cijk defined by (2,13) satisfy the conditions (3.12) ^ + c.tó4^. = 0.
4. Determination of geometries of paths with quadratic first integrals.
Suppose that we have any symmetric tensor gfJ and a covariant tensor of the third order, a^, symmetric in i and/ If we define a tensor, c¿¡k, by means of the equations
it is by definition symmetric in i and j, and satisfies (3.12). If we define a set of r's by means of (2.13) in which [ij, k] are formed with respect to the given tensor gv-and ciJk is given by (4.1), it follows from the theorem at the end of § 3 that the equations (1.1) admit the corresponding first integral (1.2). Consider, conversely, the case when a geometry of this kind is given. Then the c~fc as given by (2.13) satisfy (3.12). This condition is met, if we determine the components aijk of a tensor such that (4.1) hold for ciju known. In the general case, that is when ciJk do not satisfy any conditions other than (3.12), there are, in consequence of (4.4), n(n -1) (n -2)/3 independent equations of the type (4.2).
From (4.1) and (3.12) we have also (4.5) auj -aiji = dm (¿>i -If •••, n; i,j + ), where (4) (5) (6) 4; = ïty = j(cm~ cja)-
In the general case there are «(« -1) independent equations of this type. From (3.1) we have gu i = 0, so that from (2.10) we have rm = \ii, i] and consequently ciü = 0. In this case (4.1) vanishes identically and consequently the components aiU are not determined. Hence there are «(« -l)(n + l)/3 independent equations for the determination of the «a(w + l)/2 components of aiJk. Consequently there are« («+l)(« + 2)/6 components arbitrary: they are one for each case where i,j, ft are different; one where two are different; and all of the type aUi. Hence we have the theorem A tensor g-and a tensor a..fc, symmetric in i and j, determine a geometry of paths whose equations admit the corresponding first integral (1.2); conversely, if a geometry is given whose equations admit a first integral (1.2), «(«+l)(« + 2)/6 of the components aijk are arbitrary and the others can be found directly.
